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Bluff, the most southern port in New 
Zealand is situated on 
Fouveux Strait between the South  
Island and Stewart Island.
It is a cold beak place where the ball 
boy at the tennis club stations himselfat 
the Falkland Islands.
You are a good observant good fearing 
seaman or you die in these waters.

History
Bluff is one of New Zealand’s earliest continuously occupied European 
settlements, and has been visited by whalers and sealers since at least 1823. 
A whaling station was established here in 1836. Bluff Wharf was constructed 
during the 1860s, and was linked to the nearby city of Invercargill by rail in 
1867. As the city’s main port, it was a major centre for the export of dairy and 
meat products in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.[1] The construction 
of the Tiwai Point Aluminium Smelter in 1971 led to further upgrades in 
facilities.
As well as being an essential port for imports and exports Bluff ’s location 
made it an important stop for ships circling the globe in the Southern 
Latitudes.
You could pass through Foveau Strait, vitual at Bluff and then carry on your journey with vitually no variation to your 
cirmnavigation.
This is one tough harbour with foul ground and treacherous currents and shoals in all directions. In the days of before 
steam power many a sailing ship was cast upon the shores to be wrecked by the ever present winds that circle the globe 
in these waters just above the Antarctic. 

The entrance to Bluff Harbour viewed 
from the International Space Station in 
2008, with Foveaux Strait at bottom. 
The town of Bluff sits on the north shore 
of the Bluff promontory, lower left, with 
the angular form of Island Harbour 
immediately to its north. Tiwai Point and 
the entrance to Awarua Bay (top) are to 
the left
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THE PILOTS

Originally a cutter was 
stationed at this Pilot 
Station. When a vessel hove 
in sight needing a Pilot, Two 
brave strong boatmen would 
rowwith two oars each to 
get the Pilot out board to the 
newcomer. 

THE NEXT STEP
A shipping traffic increased the 
workload became too much for the 
boatment and a number of workboats 
competeed for the Pilotage. This is 
almost an institution where the best 
and fastes workboats got their Pilot 
an subsequently themselves a pay-
day.
Alister told me there were many 
workboats around at that the time. 
Many of the vessels did duty on the 
rough passage to Oban on Stewart 
Island as well as tug and pilot work 
as well. There is much in print about 
this region in the early days but 
unfortunately at this juncture it is 
a trip down yet another rabbit hole 
slowing me down from telling the 
Pakawai story;
.
The Achilles heel was of course that 
those workboats could take the Pilot 
I have no doubt that the single cutter at the harbour entrance would not  have coped for long.
Alistar told me the fleet gtrew quickly. Many of the vessels did duty on the rough passage to Oban on Stewart Island as 
well as tug and pilot work. You don’t necessarily need a small boat to board your pilot . I have had my tickets for nearly 
40 years and it is no big deal to go alongside.Pilots though are not faint of hear and have to be althletic.The About the 
middle of the 1920’s the Bluff Harbour Board decided that the ageing Theresa Ward a screw propelled vessel which had 
entered service in November 1900 with a powerful steam tug that could do duty as pilot boat, harbour tug and salvage 
tug in the waters to the North West and North East of Bluff
Harbour Board decided to place an order with Lobnitz in Glasgow. More over the page..
One can only speculate if the tusg the Pilot for a jump transfer or to transfer him with Pakawai or her sister. See 
previous comment.
What is sure is that the Awarua carried Pakawai and her sister until she was decomissioned.
We say that because in the pictures over the page there is one with two boats on davits and then one with one of the 
boats replaced with an Inflatable Life Raft.MOT regulations would not allow the Pakawai boat to be the desginated 
lifeboat on a workboat. 

Theresa Ward the predecessor to Awarua.

out and pehaps pick him up when the 
jb was done,. Nothing else

The Awarua
About the middle of the 1920’s the 
Bluff Harbour Board decided that 
the ageing Theresa Ward a screw 
propelled vessel which had entered 
service in November 1900 with a 
powerful steam tug that could do duty 
as pilot boat, harbour tug and salvage 
tug in the waters to the North West 
and North East of Bluff
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AWARUA
Placing an order with Lobnitz in 
Glasgow who were known more for their 
engineswas a surprise but there is not 
doubt that history has proven them to be 
masters of ship design and construction as 
well.
Described in the builders specifications as 
one of the most powerful vessels of class 
in the world, the new twin screwed tug 
AWARUA steamed over 13,000 miles to 
her new home from the constructors yard 
on the Clyde.
The little vessel completed a long and 
monotonous voyage extending to 73 days, 
varied only by the coaling calls made at 
numerous ports en route
She left the Clyde on August 23 1932 and 
ran down to Algiers arriving on September 
1.
After coaling they sailed next day.
Passing Malta they struck a really bad 
storm but was then favoured with a 
fine weather passage to Suez. Aden was 
reached on the 16th September. They 
coaled and sailed the same day. The 
run across the Indian Ocean was in fine 
weather until they picked up the last of the 
SW monsoon a few days out of Colombo. 
Awarua arrived in Columbo on September 
28th, coaled and sailed the same day. 
(I’ve been on ships like that). Sabang was 
reached on October 4. Yes they coaled 
and sailed same day. On the run to Albany 
in West Australia strong winds were met. 
Coal started to run low and there was 
one day’s steaming left in the bunkers on 
arrival.
Bunkers coaled the Awarua had to wait 
up for two days for weather and then 
headed our on a course that carried her 
well south of Tasmania with strong fol-
lowing winds and high confused seas. This 
weather continued through Foveaux Strait 
has she passed her new home heading for 
her custom’s port of entry at Port Chalm-
ers further north (Dunedin) Coaled.
‘We are glad to be here,” said Captain F 
Donovan, master of the Awarua. “It has 
been an uneventful voyage, with some bad 
weather. The Awarua behaved splendidly 
during the bad spells and no water was 
shipped 

Later on the Pakawai type remains and a MOT bag in a box is now fitted.. 
Would have been stripped down for her delivery voyage. Doubt if there was 
much in the way of a mast and the bridge would have been lower.

Awaroa in dry dock. She is quite a large boat but then you had to steam it 
around the world on its keel to get it here and Bluff is a shithole for roughers.
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LOBNITZ THE BUILDERS OF AWARUA
Dear Sir,
Thank you for your e-mail regarding Lobnitz equipment. I know that wooden vessels were built by Lobnitz and would think that the pilot/work 
boat would have been built by them.
Old records indicate that just about everything was built in house. It is interesting to note your observation of a “Norse” influence.
Below for your information is part of one of our inhouse presentations for new staff describing the background to our group and one company 
name in particular. Best Regards Archie MacVicar Director
Lobnitz Marine Holdings

The name Alluvial Dredges Limited first was 
registered in 1935 when Lobnitz & Co took 
equal rights with Yuba Manufacturing Co. 
of USA in forming a subsidiary company. 
This links ADL to the year 1847 when a 
engineering and boat building firm was 
established in Renfrew. Initially called 
Barr & McNabb the yard had several name 
changes and owners, Henry Christian 
Lobnitz becoming involved in 1861, and 
eventually became sole owner in 1880, and 
after various partnerships, the company was 
named Lobnitz & Co. Ltd. In 1895.
Henry Christian Lobnitz was an immigrant 
worker from Denmark, the oldest record I 
have identified is his membership of Lodge 
Greenock St. John’s No 175 in 1842 ( to be 
confirmed) ,where he gave his profession as 
“Shipbuilder”. The partners in 1895 were H 
C Lobnitz, his son Fredric Carl Lobnitz, and 
William Andrew Young. Henry C Lobnitz died 
in 1901, his son Fredric taking control and 
developing the business. During the First 
World War Fredric devoted his whole time to 
service with the Ministry of Munitions, being 
the Director of Munitions for Scotland. For 
this he was Knighted. By the year 1921 the 

Tthe Steam Tug William C Daldy built by Lobnitz in 1935 for the Auckland Harbour Board.
‘The Daldy’ is still running in the hands of a historical society on our harbour. Mick the ship’s historian informed me that the Daldy steamed 
to New Zealand fitted with two Board of Trade specification lifeboats. Apparently one of these boats was ‘properly’ constructed in the best 
timber available by Lobnitz.  The other boat was apparently specified to be ‘good for one passage’ and was built of less superior stock. Never 
the less this latter boat survived quite some time and one or other of them was lost not too long ago while on loan to another ship which 
sunk. Dave Robertson

MULBERRY HARBOUR. BEND OVER 
GERMANY WE HAVE A SURPRISE FOR YOU

authorised capital of the company was £500,000, and in that year, Lady & Sir Fredric Lobnitz gifted the Royal Burgh of Renfrew, The Renfrew 
Victory Baths. Sir Fredric was made Chairman of the Company in 1919, a position he held until his death in 1932.During the Second World War, 
the Company was charged by Churchill to design Piers for use in the beaches for D Day. They must float up and down with the tide”.
Part of the famous Mulberry Dock System. Mr Pearson Lobnitz the MD and his team, of which George Young’s had a prominent part, adapted 
the spud system for dredges to make the beach piers for the prefabricated harbours for the Normandy landings. The company remained in 
family ownership until 1960 when it merged with Simons, to become Simon Lodnitz Ltd, and eventually became part of British Shipbuilders 
who in 1969 closed the specialised craft building yards. In 1970, Alluvial Dredges Limited was re established on an independent basis in its 
present location without the shipyard facilities, but with all the design records and experience.
ADL are obviously a small part of the output from the Lobnitz yard, specialising in mineral recovery dredges, treatment plants and industry 
related technical feasibility studies.
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The Port ’s very first tug was far less successful. Built at Newcastle-on-Tyne 
in 1864 the iron paddle-tug Southland was shared between the Ports of Bluff 
and Invercargill. Found to be under-powered, she was sold in 1867 for coastal 
trading and again in 1868 to a Newcastle NSW tug company. On 30 July 1876 
she sank off Newcastle after colliding with the steamer Waratah . 

Another iron, paddle-steamer was the Port ’s next tug. This was the Awarua 
built in 1884 for the Bluff Harbour Board, which was sailed out to Bluff, 
arriving on the 4th of January 1885. In addition to towage the Awarua also 
operated the Stewart Island ferry service during her sixteen years at the Port. 
Sold in 1901, she was wrecked near Whangarei on 6 February 1907. The 
Harbour Board also briefly owned another iron paddle-tug, the Titan in 1895, 

These Southerners know their tugboats
BLUFF MARITIME MUSEUM

With a thirst for knowledge I set 
out from Kingston to the Maritime 
Museum in Bluff. Another top day 
for weather like being lockdown with 
your MIL for a month.
Oh well give Babe the dog a comfort 
stop and home. A nice lady comes out 
to check me.I told her my Pakawai 
story and it was OK for to go in and 
do my research, and I could bring the 
dog. Would not happen at my local 
maritime hoarders who are big on 
not sharing..
Awaruas engine was/is run on 
compressed air.
Best days research ever.

but she was sold to a local fishing company and abandoned on the Bluff foreshore in 1901. 

Towage in Bluff came of age on 8 November 1900 with the arrival of the modern, single screw, steel tug Theresa Ward 
. She was a huge improvement on the paddlers that had preceded her and was to serve the Port for thirtythree years, 
twenty-seven of which she also maintained the Stewart Island ferry service. Sold to Wallace Tugs, Sydney, in 1933 she 
was broken up there in 1960. 

A bold move by the Bluff Harbour Board was to order New Zealand ’s first large diesel powered tug, the Southland , 
completed in 1927. Designed for dual roles as harbour tug and Stewart Island ferry, she had twin screws driven by a 
pair of 6 cylinder engines and was certified to carry 285 passengers, the passenger spaces increasing her gross tonnage 
to 525, making her the largest tug ever owned in Bluff. The Directors would no doubt have been hailed as visionary 
had she been successful but she was not. Constantly breaking down she was sold in 1934, passing to Mollers ’ Towages, 
Shanghai, in 1938. Renamed Frosty Moller and re-engined, she was captured at Hong Kong, renamed Genchi Maru and 
sunk by American aircraft in the South China Sea on 26 November 1943. 

Unsurprisingly the Board reverted to steam power for a replacement tug. This became the Awarua powered by two 
steam reciprocating engines of 1200 ihp making her the most powerful tug in New Zealand. She arrived in Bluff on 4 
November 1932 and in contrast to her predecessor was a complete success. It was forty-three years before she was sold, 
being renamed Kiore One . After use in Fiordland as a base for deer recovery operations she was towed back to Bluff in 
1988. Her two engines were then removed – one of them is now a working display in the Bluff Maritime Museum – and 
on 19 December 1989 the Awarua was scuttled in Foveaux Strait as a diving attraction.
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A New Start - The Workboat meets Alister Young
Launched River Clyde, Scotland 1931.
Re-launched Bluff NZ 1989
Length 19 feet Beam 6 feet Draught 2 feet 6 inches
Engine Stuart Turner 4hp
Speed 5.3 knots

This boat was built in Scotland 1931/32 and supplied as a pilot workboat on 
a new coal fired steam tug for the Bluff harbour Board named the Awarua. 
There were two of these workboats one each on davits both sides of the bridge. 
Awarua also had two standard Board of Trade lifeboats on davits.
The Pilot was taken out to meet his ships in Foveaux Strait in Awarua and 
rowed to the ship by two men manning a pair of oars each.
Scots builders build sea-kindly and easily moved hulls. The hollowed 
garboards reduce the wetted surface and allow the boat to carry its way. Most 
important for an oar powered vessel.
Eventually a single cylinder Norman air cooled engine was fitted which could 
be started while the boats were still in the davits.
The photograph of the sister workboat shows a 6 inch plywood coaming 
added to increase the freeboard - necessary for the conversion of a rowing 
hull to power in the slop of the straits.
The Harbour Board the Awarua was taken out of service to Kevin Hallett 
and Barry Gilroy. They renamed the tug Kiore-One. She was deregistered 
and towed as a dumb vessel around to the Cascade Cove, Dusk Sound. After 
service there as a crayfishing depot for full freezing fish and store supply she 
ended up back in Bluff. Eventually the hull was stripped out and the vessel 
was scuttled in Foveaux Strait as a dive site. Never let a dive club near an 
old ship. Her engines can be seen in pseudo working condition at the Bluff 
Maritime Museum (reviewed elsewhere).
The workboat now ca;;edl Pakawai was purchased by a Blair Driscoll. A 
harbour pilot he was lost with his mate Yankee Smith on the launch Olga off 
Halfmoon Bay, Stewart Island.
The other workboat was purchased by Sonny Johnsen and obviously neglected 
without any attempt at use as a conversion. Eventually vandals smashed her 
hull with an iron girder and her wreck in shown the photograph,

RECAP In case you have forgotten what we me here 
for, to read about a boat conversion.
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Alister George Young QSM ED passed away at Invercargill 8th April 2012  Pipes and drums of the Waimatuku Highland 
Band and the 40 South Pipe Band he helped to found accompanied Alister Young as he was carried on the shoulders of 
soldiers from Invercargill Regiment 40 South to his final resting place.
Major Young’s promotion through the ranks and his on-going commitment to the army were acknowledged in a 
military statement by Major J Ames of Dunedin at a Requiem Mass on April 11, Alister’s 78th birthday, at St Theresa’s 
Catholic church in north Invercargill.
As an 18-year-old, Young was conscripted into the army and the compulsory military training scheme which, his 
family said, became compulsive military training. He loved it, as he had loved being a Jellicoe Cub and Sea Scout years 
earlier.
Awarded the Territorial Forces Efficiency Decoration for years of continued and “efficient” service, he served many 
years on the executive of the Invercargill Officers’ Club as secretary and then president.Through his work as a legal 
executive at Macalister Bros, Young acted for two or three generations of farming and fishing families, many of whom 
became lifelong friends.
His early love of boats and the sea sat well with a later professional involvement with the fishing industry. He made 
regular trips to the Chatham Islands and represented Bluff oyster merchants in their successful bid to amend the 
Fisheries Act to protect the oyster industry.
Young married Erin Crawford in 1957, and with their four children grown up and left home, the couple decided in 
1995 to retire to Kingston, at the foot of Lake Wakatipu.
He had recently been appointed a Justice of the Peace and found his services sought after in their new home.
From 1995 to 2003 Young’s hammer hardly ceased as he served the community through many projects, building a fence 
round the cemetery, a bus shelter for school children, co-building the commemorative seat marking the Hundred Year 
floods in Kingston.
He was president of the community centre and secretary for the fire brigade. He was a force behind the private 
members’ bill designed to re-open closed cemeteries – and Kingston’s was the first in New Zealand to re-open.
Returning to Invercargill, he brought his years of experience on school committees to his new role as a co-opted 
member on the Ruru School Board of Trustees, keeping the school open and ensuring, through a nationwide campaign, 
continuing access to quality education in a safe environment for children needing special help.
A tall, good-looking man, Young cut a striking figure in military uniform, his presence at Anzac Day ceremonies was a 
given.
He will be missed today.
He leaves his wife, Erin, son David (Auckland), daughters Jane (Montreal), Gretchen (Wellington) and Alison 
(Invercargill); eight grandchildren and three great grandchildren.
Young leaves a legacy of fairness and recognition of the rights of those struggling, many of whom he had taken under 
his wing.

THE MAN
Major Alister Young QSM ED JP
NZ Army Territorial Force Retired

At the time I was editor Woodenboat NZ  I made a journey to 
Kingston in Central Otago to visit my family.
I discovered the beautiful little boat on a trailer. It was besifde 
a lovely house built mostly of stone with magnificent views up 
Lake Wanaka.
As I was drooling over this ‘find’ a large gentleman, well one 

the same side as myself, came out and introduced himself.
So started three days of discussions, a trip out on the lake and a life long love of 
what a boat lover can do with almost nothing to start with
Unfortunalely the next time I tried to make contact I discovered Alister had Crossed 
the Bar.  We all have a time to go and I am just happy I had trhis opportunity to meet 
a nice guy with a nice boat..
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Not quite there yet.....
A PREAMBLE TO THE PAKAWAI JOURNEY
Alistar was quite a man..... a driving force in the 
Territorial Army in Southland he was very well known In 
the legal profession he knew what made things work.
When I met him while on a visit to Kingston to see my 
daughter he was involved with the Kingston Flyer and the 
local Justice of the Peace.
His lovely house right by the lake was the parking place 

for Pakawai and one look was enought for me to knock on 
his door......
Unfortunately the winters in Kingston proved too 
much for Alistar and his wife and they moved back to 
Invercargill. i presume for now that Pakawai is back there 
as well.

PAKAWAI I The original Pakawai started life as a Custom’s Department cutter at 
Bluff. Pakawai I was completely stripped and repainted with copious bright work 
and gratings for her burden boards. With the little outboard she gave Erin myself 
and our four children hours of fun around Bluff and Stewart Island. Many a cod 
came aboard too!

Alister is a man with an eye for anything useful (not just when it comes to boats 
either). While you cannot see it here he acquired the boat in a pretty bad state and 
as could well be expected finished her off immaculately.

Pakawai I was sold when Pakawai II arrived in the family, a decision long 
regretted. The boat could be anywhere now but was last known to be in the 
Dunedin area. If you know the current whereabouts we would appreciate hearing 
about it.
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Pakawai under sail near Kingston on Lake Wakatipu, 200 or so kilometres north of the 
Bluff Harbour where she spent her early days. We will be covering all aspects of her 
reconstruction, her rig, her Stuart Turner engine and the thoughts of Alister Young her proud 
constructor and owner.
PAKAWAI II
Shw was acquired by Roderique of Orepuki and used her for cod fishing at Pahia (a coastal fishing village with very 
rugged inhospitable geography)
Harold Roderique (brother) recalls that he was too scared to accompany his brother to sea – probably insufficient 
freeboard for a powered vessel.
Roderique aka Roderiauez and Gomes aka Gomez were two Portugese families who settled in this part of the world 
and made their living as fishermen on the treacherous waters of Foveaux strait. Roderique drowned with others at 
Colac Bay in the mid 1980’s.
Roderique sold the boat to one Railton, an elderly man who died before doing anything much with his purchase. His 
widow recalled without any enthusiasm her one voyage on the boat but was unable to provide any details of the engine.
I purchased the hull on a form of beach trailer from Railton’s son for $100 in 1976. A Ford Consul 4 cyl engine was in 
the hull but had not been installed. A cuddy had been built well forward and the freeboard aft increased by sundry 8x1 
planks. I could see a shapely hull but it was pretty well camouflaged.
This is not a quck fix..........
Reconstruction was carried out in fits and starts over some 13 years. 
Eventually the hull was ready to be glassed, a compromise to modernity necessitated by the decision to have a trailered 
vessel.
The boat was renamed Pakawai (driftwood) and relaunched at Bluff in November 1989. My wife Erin christened her 
with a crystal glass of house wine at the gate of our house before the journey to Bluff.
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Alister started by stripping all additions made since 1931.
The planks were mostly sound with only minor replacements needed. I decided to lift her forward by four 4 inch planks 
and carried this aft by two 4 inch planks. 
To carry the new planks Alister  installed sisters. These were tapered and the ends were boiled in a tin on the primus 
before being driven round the turn of the bilge behind the existing stringers.
Reconstruction was carried out in fits and starts over some 13 years. 
By 1976 and Alister had stripped off all the additions of previous owners to take the boat back to pretty close to the 
construction carried out by Lobnitz. In the two photos below. 
Above  Alister has fitted sister ribs throughout the boat. The ends of the sisters were tapered and after steaming were 
driven under the stringers. 
The Spanish windlasses serve to hold the form of the hull against the pressures of the new timber.
Looking aft you can see two sets of engine beds. One would have been from the Norman air cooled engine fitted by 
the Harbour Board later in the boats working life on the tug. The other set may have been readied for installation of a 
Ford Consul 4 cylinder petrol engine which was found in but not fitted when Alister purchased the hull.These engines 
were commonly known as ‘Dagenham Time Bombs’. If you know your British Ford history you will get the connection. 
Home installed petrol engines were very prone to causing boat fires
.As a Coastguard I can tell  you nothing ruins a day out like a fire at sea.

Reconstruction 
was carried out in 
fits and starts over 
some 13 years.
Back in the day on a 
project like this you would 
stop every so often and roll 
a smoke. In the process 
thinking about your project 
and planning the next step.
When it became unPC 
to do this the quality of 
home built boats turned to 
rubbish.

Above  fitted sister ribs throughout 
the boat. The ends of the sisters were 
tapered and after steaming were driven 
under the stringers.

Looking aft you can see two sets of 
engine beds.
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A picture is worth a thousand words.... you can see how 
much Alister has raised the freeboard. You can also see 
the new cabin structure.....

Not hard to stuff this up but Alister has the eye for the job 
and everything on Pakawai is in perfect proportion.

The original gunwhale height.
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And courtesy of Zebbidy and the Magic 
Roundabout.....Pakawai almost ready to 
head off to the water for the first time 
in her new form. Might seem like a big 
jump in the story . I guess it took about 
13 years to get from the top tolast page 

tothe bottom of this page. 
 Better tell you about the tiller which in 
the tradition of ‘if you put it down and 
you are not looking you probably don’t 
want it’ was manufactured from a nice 
piece of Red Beech which was doing 

duty on a concrete screed. You will see 
in later photographs it is made to fit the 
appropriate part of Alister’s  body so I 
can steer standing up with my hands in 
my pockets.
I have done that on my boats since.

And in full colour........ Alistar pointing to the ‘top’ of the original top plank. Everything above that he has built.
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Editor:I think everything is in proportion and just right. Alister had been wondering what she would have looked like 
with a longer cabin one more window further for’d. We did that for him on the computer and she looked nice but in the 
end no better than what you see here.
I guess when you have been brought up around boats built to work they are the ones you find the most attractive. 
Pakawai has it all in my opinion and the balance is just wonderful.
Alister uses the theory that all verticals taper at a ratio of one inch to the foot. It works for me.
Almost every fitting on Pakawai had a story attached to it and I hope to convey those stories to you in a way so you can 
enjoy

Erin and Alister with Pakawai alongside in Bluff Harbour. He gave her a self righting test just after launching but she was a tough 
customer and just would not let us get the mast down to the water. In the end we gave up in the knowledge that this boat knew 
herself which way was up.

Pakawai coming and going 
on her road trailer. 
She made the journey 
from Bluff to a life on Lake 
Wakatipu and then back 
to Bluff when Alistar and 
Erin shifted back to live in 
Invercargill. 
A great asset in the South 
Island with good highways 
to numerious lakes and 
sheltered locations to enjoy 
boating life the way it is 
supposed to be.
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Alister is a thinking man and was right on the the game as he went along. He has got the ‘user’ proportions just right.
The cockpit coaming is just the right height to brace your legs against in rough water. And let’s face it in a 20 foot boat 
you meet quite a bit of rough water.
The for’d hatch is well placed too. While you can work the gear from the deck it is much safer and in fact easier to stand 
in the forward hatch and do the job. Pakawai’s foredeck today… probably a little more developed than when Alister 
launched her.
Alister looks like he is giving somebody a ‘tune up’. In fact he was just practising for later in the day when we came 
across an ignorant tourist lighting a fire under a dead fir tree. There is a total fire ban in the Wakatipu Basin and Alister, 
the controller with the local volunteer brigade was making real sure he did not get a call out. In the end Pakawai with 
her Red Duster flying and the combined decibels of Alister’s army and my Navy best parade ground bellows enabled 
the miscreant to ‘spreken da englich’ and put out the fire.
This was during a lovely day out on Whakatipu on Pakawai which left me with a determination to build something 
similar. Something you could sail or just potter along with the tiller between your legs enjoying the day. That became a 
reality when I launched the Denis Ganley designed Gypsy Cutter Blue Jacket four years later. 
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This is Pakawai’s first rig. Coincidentally it came off a dinghy I have being restored in my workshop back in Auckland . It is tiny 
and what they called a cheater. When you had to tow a dinghy in a cruising race this was the one. Tyhy fixed that by saying you 
had to get back on board with it pissed. Surprising how many managed to do that.
 Although she now has a gaff rig he still retains a Bermudan rig [page 9] for when he geso fishing out in the straits. The rig does 
double duty as a steadying sail. It furls ad stows on deck out of the way and is thus  his insurance should anything go wrong 
with the Stuart Turner 4hp two stroke engine.

The famous Kingston Flyer ran from Kingston where Alister and Pakawai are now located. The line is now only about 8 miles 
long but a constant stream of tourists arrived daily for their dose of coal smoke and steam. The station is also Alister’s watering 
hole. This famous place in New Zealand history was once the end of the line for the southern railway line up from Bluff. 
From here you took the steamer north to the gold fields. As it happens most of the steamers arrived here in pieces and were 
assembled and launched down in the middle of the picture. One of these steamers, the Ernslaw, still plies the other end of the 
lake on tourist duties. The road North to Queenstown which is about 35 minutes drive was pushed through about 1939 and 
sealed in the mid 1950-’s.
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Alister and Erin [and Pakawai} used live down there by the lake in the bottom left just beyond the trees.
As befitting a man with a long career in both the territorial army and the law profession, Alister did not take to his 
armchair on retirement. He was the chairman of the Community Service Board [I guess that is the Mayor in more 
traditional terms] was a tireless worker for the community.
He was a Justice of the Peace and was instrumental in the Regional Council installing a proper boat ramp [below] 
which sees extensive use in the summer when the summer home owners and day trippers arrive.
Summer, a perfect place to potter around with your boat and your boat building tools.
In winter... this is where they invented the saying ‘cold as a other in laws kiss’.
Alistar and Erin shifted back to Invercargill where Alistar passed away in 2012. I assume Pakawai is back on the waters 
she served so well.
Alistar carved me a very nice cleat from a piece of red beech intended for the firebox on the Kingston Flyer. It is still 
keeping duty on BlueJacket.
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The horrid joke is given the choice between a Stuart Turner or leprosy you should take leprosy every time.
Stuart engines are dead easy to work on, simple as because there is nothing to them. This is from a man who has been 
married 14 times. He says he tells them about the 300 engines in the lounge and bedrooms but they do not listen..
To a man with an ailing Stuart Turner.... bottom line is If it went OK in the past what has changed? Has he got an 
instruction book? These are not very helpful but can check things.
Needs good fuel –if it has been in the tank for too long it goes off. Note that there is bugger all oil in the fuel 1 to 48 as 
I recall. Two stroke out is no use, you need straight 30SAE not two stroke oil. No matter what anybody says, two stroke 
out doesn’t cut it.
Needs to have a good spark at exactly the right time. Does it have a magneto or coil ignition. 
 Needs to have good plugs and plenty of compression.
Needs to have a clear exhaust with no blockages –oily shit etc. If there is any restriction, it won’t scavenge.
 Ask him about the simple stuff above. Can you judge the compression by turning the flywheel over by hand. It should 
take a bit to get over TDC.
I’d say put the right fuel in it unleaded, the right out Change the plugs, tell it you love it and it’ll go.
A single cylinder Yanmar 11hp would give him no grief at all and would set him back $7K plus installation.
Either way, I am happy to add the engine to my spares pool.
There is a Stuart fanciers group on line and they are helpful.
Russell

p.s. The guy who fixes them will have a look when his doctor dials down the medication enough to get his spoon back 
so he can feed himself again... 

THE HONORABLE STUART TURNER PUTT PUTT PUTT what a great day PUTT 
CLnUK dying sounds.
You useless piece of @#$%  #$%^ #$*&^*(()) a man should get a spanner and $%^#$ 
^&*()%$$@ you over the side.




